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• A 4.2: Congresses: International congress of Celtic studies

2844. Mac Cana (Proinsias): Conservation and innovation in early Celtic literature.


Discusses the evolution of the early Irish literary tradition, commenting particularly on the problem of the influence of Christian Latin learning.

Paper read to the 4th ICCS, Rennes 1971.


Paper read to the 4th ICCS, Rennes 1971.


Paper read to the 4th ICCS, Rennes 1971.

2847. Meid (Wolfgang): On two points of Celtic morphology.


1. OIr. *fltr etc., MW *gwr. Het. *goar ‘knows’ [all < InsC *widri < PIE *widr-]. 2. OIr. *tel, *tél ‘goes’ [explains the origin of the final -t of the 3rd person singular of both absolute and conjunct].

Paper read to the 4th ICCS, Rennes 1971.

2848. Tocar (Antonio): Kollektiva auf -r im Keltischen.


Suggests that the OIr. personal numerals and collectives such as *biar, cathrar etc. contain a plural suffix *-r- of Pre-Indo-European origin.

Paper read to the 4th ICCS, Rennes 1971.